1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Dyskinetic cerebral palsy (DCP) is the second largest cerebral palsy (CP) group comprising between 3 and 15% of CP cases ([@bb0100]). Motor disturbances are the primary component of CP, but the main drivers of reduced quality of life tend to be other factors ([@bb0135]). Communication is impaired in 25% of all CP cases ([@bb0155]) which influences quality of life ([@bb6000]). Furthermore, almost 50% of the CP population have intellectual disability ([@bb0155]) which has been reported to be associated with psychological and social functioning as measured by the Strengths and difficulties questionnaire ([@bb0165]). Specific neuropsychological impairments such as visuospatial, visuoperceptive, memory and executive functions have also been described ([@bb0190]), some of which seem to impair quality of life ([@bb0135]).

Studies that have utilised qualitative categorical descriptions of computed tomography and magnetic resonance images (MRI) have suggested that the most frequent brain abnormalities observed in DCP may be in the basal ganglia and thalamus, which in some cases are accompanied by periventricular leukomalacia, but some patients are without any apparent brain injury ([@bb0005]; [@bb0025]; [@bb0095]; [@bb0125]; [@bb0145]; [@bb0200]). These findings have provided critical insights, but the literature currently lacks quantitative analyses for moderately sized DCP cohorts. Quantitative neuroimaging studies in DCP have shed light on the pathogenesis of different CP subtypes ([@bb0015]; [@bb0140]; [@bb0245]) but their translatability to routine clinical settings is limited. Ideally, such findings are best translated into clinical practice in a manner that utilises tools and imaging that clinicians are already familiar with. The semi-quantitative scale for brain structural MRI (sqMRI) is one such tool ([@bb0080]; [@bb0075]). It has been tested for reliability ([@bb0075]) and construct validity in unilateral CP ([@bb0080]) and can be robustly scored despite some motion artefacts that are highly likely to occur in DCP.

Longitudinal studies exploring long-term consequences of early brain injury provide unique opportunities to uncover information that may aid development of prognostic models. Unfortunately, studies of this nature are highly costly to conduct, and can take years before imaging can be compared with developmental outcomes. Given that brain lesions in CP are not progressive ([@bb0180]), a cross-sectional study might elucidate the association between brain lesions and concurrent clinical outcomes in older children or adults with DCP. The purpose of the present cross-sectional study was to (A) characterise a moderate-sized sample of participants with DCP using the sqMRI scale ([@bb0075]), and (B) investigate the relationship between sqMRI scoring and key clinical outcomes in CP: motor, communication and cognitive function. We hypothesised that the primary feature of the DCP patients would be a brain lesion of the basal ganglia and thalamus. The second hypothesis was that the severity of the brain lesion would be negatively associated with clinical outcomes.

2. Materials and methods {#s0010}
========================

2.1. Participants {#s0015}
-----------------

All procedures performed in the study were in accordance with the ethical standards of the 1964 Helsinki declaration. Ethical approval was obtained by the University of Barcelona\'s Institutional Ethics Committee, Institutional Review Board (IRB 00003099 assurance number: FWA00004225; <http://www.ub.edu/recerca/comissiobioetica.htm>) and the Hospital Universitari Vall d\'Hebron. Written and verbal informed consents were obtained from all participants or their legal guardian.

This study included 39 participants (19 male with median age 20 years, 20 females with median age 22.5 years) recruited from two hospitals of Barcelona, and three other institutions. The inclusion criteria for the study were (A) clinical diagnosis of CP with predominant dyskinetic features, (B) older than 6 years, and (C) for the neuropsychological assessment, being able to understand instructions as evaluated by the Spanish grammar screening test (receptive part) ([@bb0195]). Exclusion criteria were (1) presence of severe visual or auditory disability that precludes neuropsychological assessment, and (2) lack of an intelligible yes/no response system.

2.2. Magnetic resonance imaging {#s0020}
-------------------------------

Magnetic resonance images (MRI) were acquired on a Siemens Magnetom TRIO 3 T scanner (Erlangen, Germany). Fluid attenuated inversion recovery images (FLAIR) were acquired in 25 axial slices (9040 ms TR, 86 ms TE, 0.43 × 0.43 mm, slice thickness 5.2 mm). High-resolution three-dimensional T1-weighted images were acquired in the sagittal plane with a MPRAGE sequence (1900 ms TR, 2.46 ms TE, inversion time 900 ms, voxel size 0.7 mm × 0.7 mm × 1 mm). T2 turbo spin echo (axial plane) images (5150 ms TR, 103 ms TE, flip angle of 120°, 0.43 × 0.43 mm, slice thickness 5.2 mm) were acquired, also in 25 axial slices, where time permitted. Prior to scanning, 21 participants took either diazepam (*n* = 15; 2.5-10 mg) or pentobarbital and propofol (*n* = 6), supervised by a physician in accordance with the protocol reviewed by the ethics committee.

2.3. Scoring {#s0025}
------------

The sqMRI scoring was performed by a child neurologist (SF) according to the procedure and calculation detailed in [@bb0075]. Abnormalities on FLAIR images were crosschecked with the axial T2 images and sagittal T1 images when available. Briefly, this system provides scores by brain region, assigning progressively higher scores for increased lesion involvement, as assessed by inspection of structural images. Each periventricular, middle and cortico/subcortical layer of the frontal, parietal, temporal and occipital lobes was scored as 0 or 1, and summed to provide a score ranging from 0 to 3 for each lobe. All lobar scores were summed to provide a hemispheric score (range: 0--24). As in [@bb0075], the corpus callosum, cerebellum and basal-ganglia-and-brainstem were each scored. For the cerebellum, the score ranged from 0 to 3, by assigning 1 point to the involvement of each vermis, right and/or left hemisphere. For corpus callosum, the score ranged from 0 to 3, by assigning 1 point to the involvement of each anterior, middle and/or posterior corpus callosum. In the original paper, the basal-ganglia-and-brainstem score ranged from 0 to 5, by assigning 1 point to the involvement of each caudate, lenticular, posterior limb of internal capsule, thalamus and/or brainstem. In the present study including DCP, as we were interested in deep grey matter injury, we extended the latter score to also detail the specific involvement of the thalamic nuclei (anterior thalamus, ventral posterior lateral thalamus, medial dorsal thalamus, posterior thalamus). We also extended the lenticular involvement by detailing the involvement of globus pallidus and/or putamen. As in the original paper, we assigned a score of 1 to the involvement of each of the detailed structure, thus resulting in a larger score range for the basal-ganglia-and-brainstem of 0 to 9 on each side (right or left). In the present study, no lateralization was considered for lesion severity. We thus included in the statistical analysis the sum of right and left scores for lateralized measures. The sum of all the summary scores according to the original template ([@bb0075]) provided a global score ranging from 0 to 40, ranged from 0 to 48 in the present study due to the revision of basal-ganglia-and-brainstem score. Brain lesion types were also classified by using the Krägeloh-Mann categories ([@bb0120]) as these were common categorical descriptions used in previous studies ([@bb0095]; [@bb0125]; [@bb0200]).

2.4. Clinical measures {#s0030}
----------------------

Gross and fine motor functions were classified according to the Gross motor function classification system (GMFCS) and the Manual ability classification system. Communication was assessed with the Communication function classification system. Intellectual functioning was measured using Raven\'s coloured progressive matrices ([@bb0175]). Four domains of executive functions were assessed:-Attentional control: Inhibition and sustained attention using the Stop signal task ([@bb0040]). Selective visual and verbal attention using the digit span ([@bb0230]; [@bb0225]) and the spatial span ([@bb0235]).-Cognitive flexibility: Wisconsin card sorting test ([@bb0115]).-Goal setting: Stockings of Cambridge test ([@bb0040]).-Information processing: Lexical verbal fluency test ([@bb0170]).

Visual/verbal short and long term memory were assessed using the Pattern/Verbal recognition memory task ([@bb0040]). Benton\'s facial recognition test ([@bb0030]) and Benton\'s judgment of line orientation test ([@bb0030]) were used to assess visuoperceptual and visuospatial abilities. The Peabody picture vocabulary test third edition ([@bb0070]) was used to assess vocabulary. All clinical measures were assessed by two trained neuropsychologists (OLH and JBP).

2.5. Statistics {#s0035}
---------------

We examined relationships between each clinical measure and both (A) sqMRI global scores and (B) sqMRI subscores. A top-down approach was followed to find the best models. Specifically, a first model including all relevant predictors correlating with sqMRI scores ([Supplementary Table 1](#ec0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) was estimated ([Supplementary Table 2](#ec0010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and simplified by manually removing those predictors that yielded non-significant results and validated by inspecting information criteria and multicollinearity measures (Supplementary Information 1).

The sqMRI scores that were significantly correlated with motor and communication status (ordinal variables) ([Supplementary Table 1](#ec0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) were entered into separate ordinal regression models to identify the best predictive sqMRI scores for each function. Proportional odds assumptions were checked for ordinal models. The sqMRI scores that showed significant correlations with cognitive function scores (count data) were entered into separate Poisson regression models to identify the best predictors (i.e. sqMRI sub-scores) for each cognitive domain. All statistical assumptions were assessed and binomial negative models were used when Poisson regression models condition of equidispersion was not met. Cook\'s distance was used to measure the influence of data points. Data points showing a Cooks distance \>4/(n-k-1) (n = number of participants, k = independent variables included in the model) were removed from the Poisson regression model. In instances where results remained substantially stable after removal of these points, the data points were included in the final model. Age was included as a covariate in all models considering cognitive functioning. The level of significance of the model predictors was set at *p* \< .05 after false discovery rate correction for multiple comparisons.

3. Results {#s0040}
==========

From a total of 101 eligible participants, 39 (6-62y, 19 female) were included in the study ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}; [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}).Fig. 1Flowchart showing requitement process for participants.Fig. 1Table 1Demographics and clinical data of dyskinetic cerebral palsy cohort (*n* = 39).Table 1Sex n (female/male)19/20Age Median (interquartile range)/range21 (13)/6--62Gestational age n (\<32 weeks/32-36 weeks/≥37 weeks)3/5/31Epilepsy status n (no epilepsy/active/resolved)26/10/3Type of lesion ([@bb5000]) n (CDGM/PWM/miscellaneous/normal)23/8/0/8Aetiology, n HIE15 Intra-cranial haemorrhage/infarction/hydrocephalus5 Infection1 Kernicterus2 Unclassifiable16Motor distribution n (tetraplegia/hemiplegia/monoplegia)32/6/1Gross motor function (GMFCS)^+^, levels (n)I (15); II (7); III (3); IV (5); V (9)Manual ability (MACS)^+^, levels (n)I (5); II (10); III (12); IV (3); V (9)Communication (CFCS)^+^, levels (n)I (15); II (16); III (4); IV (4); V (0)  **Median (interquartile range)**^†^**/range**^†^**/n**^⁎^Intellectual functioning (RCPM)29 (11)/12--36/39Executive function**Inhibition and sustained attention** (SST)283 (16)/237--316/35**Selective verbal attention** (Digit span)13 (8)/4--22/35**Selective visual attention** (Spatial span)14 (8)/4--21/37**Cognitive flexibility** (WCST)^+^8 (7)/4--35/36**Goal setting** (SOC)8 (3)/1--12/36**Information processing** (Lexical verbal fluency)31 (18)/4--51/30Visuoperception**Visuospatial abilities** (BJLOT)14 (8)/4--21/37**Visuoperceptual abilities** (BFRT)13 (8)/4--22/39Memory**Visual short term** (PRM)19.5 (5)/13--24/38**Verbal short term** (VRM)23 (4)/13--24/38**Visual long term** (PRM)8.5 (3)/3--12/38**Verbal long term** (VRM)22 (4)/12--24/38Vocabulary (PPVT-III)136 (47)/45--182/39[^1][^2]

3.1. Characterization of participants with DCP using the sqMRI scale {#s0045}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Frequencies of the sqMRI scores included in the analyses are reported in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Table 3 and Supplementary Table 4. The most frequent brain lesion location reported by the sqMRI scale was the ventral posterior lateral thalamus (*n* = 23; 59%; [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}A). Other lesions identified by the sqMRI scale were in the posterior (*n* = 14; 36%), middle (*n* = 5; 13%) and anterior (n = 5; 13%) thalamus; posterior limb of internal capsule (*n* = 17; 44%), putamen (n = 17; 44%); globus pallidus (*n* = 3; 8%); brainstem (n = 3; 8%), and caudate nucleus (n = 2; 5%).Fig. 2Percentage of cases presenting different lesion severity according sqMRI scores a) global score (maximum score of 40) to b) ranging from 0 to 6 for each lobar score (including right and left side) c) ranging from no lesion, middle and posterior lesion for corpus callosum and d) ranging from none, unilateral and bilateral lesion for basal ganglia, thalamus, brainstem and cerebellum. PLIC: posterior limb of internal capsule; VPLT: ventral posterior lateral thalamus.Fig. 2Fig. 3Axial FLAIR images of a 14 year old male, showing an example of the most common involvement observed, including ventral posterior lateral thalamus (A, arrowheads) and frontal perirolandic cortex (B, arrowheads). In this subject also putamina are involved (arrows).Fig. 3

Regarding hemispheric involvement, lesions frequently involved frontal lobe (*n* = 20; 51%; [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}B), followed by the parietal (*n* = 16; 41%) and temporal lobes (*n* = 12; 31%). Only 21% (*n* = 8) of participants presented a lesion involving the occipital lobe. Although frontal lesions were the second most frequent, their sqMRI score was generally lower (≤ 3.5 out of 6 in all cases), indicating less severe lesions (in terms of extent) than those observed in the parietal lobe, where 59% of those with non-zero score had a score \> 3.5. Interestingly, all participants, except eight who had no observable lesion (GMFCS: I *n* = 4, II *n* = 3, IV *n* = 1; aetiology: unclassifiable *n* = 6, kernicterus *n* = 2), presented with a lesion of the basal ganglia or thalamus. One third of participants with a visible brain lesion had lesions constrained to the basal ganglia and thalamus. Finally, no participant had an observable lesion in anterior corpus callosum or vermis.

3.2. Association between sqMRI scoring and clinical outcomes {#s0050}
------------------------------------------------------------

The final regression models examining the effects of sqMRI scores on clinical outcomes are presented in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} and [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}.Table 2Final regression models showing the association between sqMRI scores, motor functioning, communication and cognitive domains.Table 2Function assessed (test used)sqMRI scores (predictors)BStd. ErrorPOmnibus test (global test)AIC/BICLikelihood ratio chi-squareDegrees of freedomAdjusted pMotor status^o^**Gross motor function**(GMFCS)^+^Global modelGlobal score0.1800.050\<0.001^⁎⁎⁎^16.0671\<0.001^⁎⁎⁎^--Subscores modelParietal total0.6580.172\<0.001^⁎⁎⁎^18.0411\<0.001^⁎⁎⁎^50.028/58.346**Fine motor function**(MACS)^+^Global modelGlobal score0.1360.0450.003^⁎⁎^10.55610.004^⁎⁎^Subscores modelParietal total0.5400.165\<0.001^⁎⁎⁎^12.4821\<0.001^⁎⁎⁎^50.003/58.320Communication^o^(CFCS)^+^Subscores modelPutamen0.7470.3400.028^⁎^5.11910.033^⁎^33.666/40.320Intellectual functioning^p^(RCPM)Global modelGlobal score−0.0180.005\<0.001^⁎⁎⁎^15.7992\<0.001^⁎⁎⁎^--Subscores modelPosterior thalamus−0.1920.043\<0.001^⁎⁎⁎^21.7522\<0.001^⁎⁎⁎^229.961/234.711Executive function**Attentional control**^**p**^**Inhibition and sustained attention** (SST)ns**Selective visual attention** (Spatial span)Global modelGlobal score−0.0350.008\<0.001^⁎⁎⁎^25.5112\<0.001^⁎⁎⁎^--Subscores modelParietal total−0.0630.0280.023^⁎^44.0113\<0.001^⁎⁎⁎^191.770/197.991Corpus callosum−0.4480.094\<0.001^⁎⁎⁎^**Selective verbal attention** (Digit span)Subscores modelPosterior thalamus−0.1280.0650.049^⁎^4.70720.095205.115/209.781**Cognitive flexibility** (WCST)^**b**+^ns**Goal setting** (SOC)^**p**^Global modelGlobal score−0.0230.0100.019^⁎^5.78920.060--**Information processing** (Lexical verbal fluency)^**b**^nsVisuoperception**Visuospatial abilities** (BJLOT)^**b**^Global modelGlobal score−0.0780.0290.007^⁎⁎^7.01020.036^⁎^--**visuperceptual abilities** (BFRT)^**p**^Subscores modelMedial dorsal thalamus−0.1390.0550.012^⁎^7.37220.033^⁎^241.630/246.620Memory^p^**Short termVisual** (PRM)ns**Verbal** (VRM)**Long termVisual** (PRM)**Verbal** (VRM)Vocabulary^b^(PPVT-III)ns[^3]Fig. 4An illustration of the results of the regression models obtained for the subscores regression models presented in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}. F: frontal, O: occipital, P: parietal, T: temporal. The colour bar indicates a) the percentage of odds change in each clinical outcome when the sqMRI score in this region increases by one unit b) the percentage change in clinical outcome when the sqMRI score in this region increases by one unit.Fig. 4

### 3.2.1. Motor status {#s0055}

For clarity, results deriving from ordinal regression are reported henceforth using odds instead of log-odds. The odds of a higher GMFCS levels was 20% greater when the global sqMRI score increased by one unit (*p* \< .001). When the parietal sqMRI score increased by one unit, the odds of higher levels in GMFCS was 93% (p \< .001). Regarding fine motor function, the odds of higher levels in Manual ability classification system increased by 15% (*p* = .003) for each unit increase in the global sqMRI score, whereas it increased 72% (*p* \< .001) as a result of a unit increase in parietal score ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}A).Fig. 5Top row: Axial FLAIR images showing an example of the regions which showed an association with clinical measures. (A) Axial FLAIR: parietal white matter involvement (arrowheads); (B) Axial FLAIR: posterior putamina involvement (arrowheads); here with ventral posterior lateral thalamus involvement (arrows); (C) Axial FLAIR: posterior thalamic involvement (arrowheads); (D) Sagittal T1: thinning of middle and posterior corpus callosum (arrowheads); (E) Axial FLAIR: medial dorsal thalamus involvement (arrowheads). Images correspond to a (A) 50 year old male; (B) 21 year old female; (C) 42 year old male (D) 41 year old female and a (E) 17 year old male.Fig. 5

### 3.2.2. Communication {#s0060}

The odds of higher Communication function classification system levels would increase 111% (*p* = .028) as a result of a unit increase in the putamen score ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}B).

### 3.2.3. Cognition {#s0065}

A unit increase in the posterior thalamus sqMRI subscore was associated with a 17.47% decrease in the Raven\'s coloured progressive matrices score (B = −0.192; *p* \< .001; [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}C). This effect contributed to the significant relationship between Raven\'s coloured progressive matrices scores and global sqMRI score (decrease of 1.78% per unit sqMRI increase; B = −0.018; *p* \< .001).

Regarding executive functions, sqMRI scores were not associated with cognitive flexibility, goal setting, information processing, selective verbal attention or inhibition and sustained attention. By contrast, selective visual attention, measured by spatial span, was significantly associated with different models. The global model for spatial span indicated that a unit change in the sqMRI global score reduced the spatial span direct score by 3.44% (B = −0.035; *p* \< .001). This appeared to be primarily driven by parietal and corpus callosum subscores, for which a unit increase would decrease the spatial span direct score by 6.11% (B = −0.063; *p* = .023) and 36.12% (B = −0.448; p \< .001), respectively ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}D).

Visuospatial abilities were observed to decrease 7.5% as a result of a unit increase in the sqMRI global score (B = −0.078; *p* = .007) and visuoperceptive scores decreased by 12.98% as a result of a unit change in the medial dorsal thalamus score (B = −139; *p* = .012; [Fig. 5E](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}). Memory and vocabulary were not associated with any sqMRI score.

4. Discussion {#s0070}
=============

Overall, results indicate that (A) observable lesions in DCP most commonly occur in the lateral thalamus and frontal lobe, and (B) motor, communication and cognitive functioning are associated with brain lesion severity as measured by a simple lesion scoring system. By performing standardised sqMRI scoring, clinicians might use the weights from the presented models to predict several patient outcomes that can guide treatment.

In order to assist in the earlier detection of DCP, the frequency and location of brain lesions and their relationships with clinical outcomes should be understood. Previous neuroimaging studies of DCP have been based on qualitative analyses of pathogenesis ([@bb0095]; [@bb0125]; [@bb0200]) or advanced neuroimaging protocols that cannot be easily utilised in a clinical context ([@bb0015]; [@bb0140]; [@bb0245]). To enable clinical translation, in the present study brain lesions and their association with clinical outcomes have been characterized using a semi-quantitative scale for brain lesion severity on MRI, that is clinically accessible due to its relative simplicity and reliance only on standard clinical images. Basal ganglia and thalamus regions\' involvement was evaluated in more detail than the original version of the sqMRI scale. Owing to the semi-quantitative scale\'s relatively accessible approach, the present study has a moderately good sample size considering the CP subtype and the wide range of cognitive assessments.

The present work reveals that the ventral posterior lateral thalamus is the most common brain lesion location in DCP. This is in agreement with the well-known pattern of brain involvement in diffuse hypoxic-ischemic injury of term neonates ([@bb0020]). The ventral posterior lateral thalamus has a fundamental role as a relay on S1 ascending projections influencing sensorimotor control ([@bb0045]; [@bb0055]; [@bb0215]). The posterior thalamus also was frequently involved in our sample (36%). There are suggestions that the pulvinar critically supports an early visual pathway and plays a broad role in human cognition ([@bb0035]). Congruent with these suggestions, in the present study posterior thalamic status was associated with intellectual functioning, as assessed by a visual reasoning task. By contrast, the medial dorsal thalamus and anterior thalamus were rarely impaired by lesions, but sufficiently so that medial dorsal thalamic status was associated with visuoperceptive abilities (evaluated by a facial recognition test). This is consistent with findings that medial dorsal thalamus is involved in familiarity detection ([@bb0110]) which seems to be influenced by face perception ([@bb0240]). Overall, regions involved by lesions in our group correspond to those reported in term children with hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy, kernicterus or other known etiopathogenetical factors which typically result in DCP ([@bb0090]; [@bb0130]). A typical example of this is the involvement of basal ganglia--thalamus pattern mostly affecting the central grey nuclei and perirolandic cortex ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). Each structure was, however, deliberately considered independently in the analyses.

With regards to cerebral lobes, results agreed with previous reports that white matter injury can occur in all cerebral lobes ([@bb0015]; [@bb0140]). Frontal lobe damage was the second most common observable lesion (but the most common lobar involvement). This is consistent with the frequent abovementioned pattern of lesion reported in term neonates with hypoxic encephalopathy ([@bb0020]). Interestingly, although less frequent, parietal lobe lesions were more severe than frontal lobe lesions and were associated with poorer motor functioning. Of note, participants were diagnosed with CP with predominant dyskinetic features, thus lobar involvement might reflect the co-existence of spastic symptoms. This is consistent with the idea that sensory deficits may alter motor coordination ([@bb0205]). Additionally, more severe presentations in DCP have been reported to include cortical involvement (i.e. spastic symptoms) together with subcortical involvement (i.e. dyskinetic symptoms) ([@bb0150]). Quantitative neuroimaging analyses previously reported associations between parietal structural connectivity and motor function in dyskinetic ([@bb0015]), and in spastic CP ([@bb0010]; [@bb0160]; [@bb0210]). The present study focused on motor severity in terms of GMFCS, rather than severity of dystonia which may explain why the association was not found with deep grey matter injury. Although quantitative neuroimaging studies report other associations between motor function and areas beyond the parietal lobe such as basal ganglia, thalamus and frontal cortex ([@bb0010]; [@bb0015]; [@bb0160]; [@bb0210]), at observable levels, these regions were not individually associated with motor functioning in the present study. A possible explanation for these differences with some of the studies above mentioned, might be due to the clinical measures used to assess motor outcome. Another reason may be that the sqMRI scale indexes the appearance of lesions on structural images, which are expected to be relatively static, whilst previous studies utilised measurements such as fractional anisotropy ([@bb0015]; [@bb0140]; [@bb0245]), that may be affected by altered brain development and plasticity ([@bb0060]). Finally, the association found between the severity of parietal injury and selective visual attention may be due to the involvement of the visual dorsal stream ([@bb0050]).

Despite the models here not relying on any form of prior knowledge, plausible associations between lesions in the remaining regions and clinical outcomes further add value to the potential clinical utilisation of the sqMRI. Specifically, abnormalities of the middle and posterior corpus callosum were associated with selective visual attention, a function this region has been associated with ([@bb0105]). Furthermore, damage occurring in the basal ganglia predominantly presented in the putamen was associated with communication ability. This aligns with a number of previous findings: that the putamen connects the basal ganglia with language regions ([@bb0085]), is heavily involved in semantic processes ([@bb0220]) and, when stimulated, induces dysarthria ([@bb0065]).

Unexpectedly, no sqMRI score was associated with cognitive flexibility. Previous studies show that Wisconsin Card Sorting Test is sensitive to the white matter microstructural status and cortical thickness in DCP ([@bb0135]; [@bb0140]) but the present study implies that Wisconsin Card Sorting Test profiles might not be sensitive to macrostructural characteristics of observable lesions. For visuospatial abilities, global sqMRI score was the only score associated with performance, whilst in other domains global sqMRI scores were less strongly associated than region-specific sqMRI scores. As such, it is recommended to use region-specific sqMRI scores when aiming to estimate any of the clinical outcomes assessed except for visuospatial domains. It is worthy of note that motor function and intellectual functioning have been shown to be associated with different observable lesions in the present study. This is interesting, as previous quantitative analyses that have relied on less regionally-specific methods, were unable to clearly differentiate which areas were involved with motor versus intellectual functioning ([@bb0015]; [@bb0140]). Finally, further research with the revised scoring system for deep grey matter used is encouraged.

A limitation of the current work is the wide age range of participants assessed. Given that lesions are thought to be non-progressive, these results are promising, and encourage replication of the current findings in a longitudinal study in which imaging is performed during infancy and clinical outcomes assessed during later childhood and adolescence. Nevertheless, it is important to keep in mind that there have been years of plasticity and environmental factors that might have affected the structure-function relationship in this cohort. It must be also noted that people with severe communication difficulties cannot be included in a study of this nature, which indirectly precludes the inclusion of some participants at the highest GMFCS levels. Moreover, participants with higher GMFCS levels were less likely to be able hold still while undergoing the scan. These facts might have biased the cohort towards a less severe GMFCS motor level, which should be taken into account when considering the generalizability of our results to the whole spectrum of people with DCP. Furthermore, predominance of dystonia versus choreoathetosis was not considered in this study. As dystonia or choreoathetosis might have different neuroanatomical substrates, future studies including a comprehensive clinical assessment will be encouraged to clarify in more detail their neuroanatomical correlates. Finally, further studies are needed to assess the reliability of the updated version of the sqMRI scale used in the present study in order to support the generalizability of our results in different cohorts of people with DCP.

One major goal in CP research is the ability to provide early diagnoses and prognoses of outcomes, enabling enrolment of children into early-intervention programs, which may lead to more effective motor, communication and cognitive functions. For neuroimaging tools to provide this service, they must not only demonstrate meaningful and plausible associations between measurements and clinical outcomes, but also do so in a manner that integrates easily with clinicians\' facilities and expertise. Here we demonstrated that the clinically accessible sqMRI scale is associated with outcomes in DCP. Taking into account that CP disturbances in the brain are not progressive, this scoring may enable clinicians to determine future clinical outcomes associated with the early brain injury.

The following are the supplementary data related to this article.Supplementary Table 1Correlation matrix between sqMRI scores and clinical measures (motor status, communication and cognitive performance).Supplementary Table 1Supplementary Table 2First regression models including all relevant predictors and showing the effects of sqMRI scores on clinical measures (motor status, communication and cognitive performance).Supplementary Table 2Supplementary Table 3Semi-quantitative scale for brain structural MRI scores for the individual participants.Supplementary Table 3Supplementary Table 4Frequency table presenting sqMRI subscores: lobar scores (ranging from 0 to 6), basal ganglia, thalamus, brainstem and cerebellum scores (ranging from none, unilateral or bilateral lesion) and corpus callosum (ranging from no lesion to middle and posterior lesion).Supplementary Table 4Supplementary Table 5Description of tests used to assess cognitive domains and adaptations needed.Supplementary Table 5Supplementary information 1. Statistical analysisImage 1
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[^1]: BFRT: Benton's facial recognition test; BJLOT: Benton's judgment of line orientation test; CDGM: cortical and deep grey matter; CFCS: Communication function classification system; GMFCS: Gross motor function classification system; HIE: hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy; MACS: Manual ability classification system; PPVT-III: Peabody picture vocabulary test-3rd; PRM: Pattern recognition memory; PWM: Periventricular white matter; RCPM: Raven's coloured progressive matrices; SOC: Stockings of Cambridge; SST: Stop signal task; VRM: Verbal recognition memory; WCST: Wisconsin card sorting test. +Higher scores indicate worse performance. † Raw scores. \*Despite the adaptations used ([Supplementary table 5](#ec0025){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) missing data are due to the fact that some subjects present anarthria accompanied by very severe motor impairments that preclude using an appropriate response system for the test used.

[^2]: BFRT: Benton's facial recognition test; BJLOT: Benton's judgment of line orientation test; CDGM: cortical and deep grey matter; CFCS: Communication function classification system; GMFCS: Gross motor function classification system; HIE: hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy; MACS: Manual ability classification system; PPVT-III: Peabody picture vocabulary test-3rd; PRM: Pattern recognition memory; PWM: Periventricular white matter; RCPM: Raven's coloured progressive matrices; SOC: Stockings of Cambridge; SST: Stop signal task; VRM: Verbal recognition memory; WCST: Wisconsin card sorting test. +Higher scores indicate worse performance. † Raw scores. \*Despite the adaptations used (Supplementary table 5) missing data are due to the fact that some subjects present anarthria accompanied by very severe motor impairments that preclude using an appropriate response system for the test used.

[^3]: BFRT: Benton\'s facial recognition test; BJLOT: Benton\'s judgment of line orientation test; CFCS: Communication function classification system; GMFCS: Gross motor function classification system; MACS: Manual ability classification system; PPVT-III: Peabody picture vocabulary test-3rd; PRM: Pattern recognition memory; RCPM: Raven\'s coloured progressive matrices; SOC: Stockings of Cambridge; sqMRI: Semi-quantitative scale for structural MRI; SST: Stop signal task; VRM: Verbal recognition memory; WCST: Wisconsin card sorting test. ^b^ Binomial negative model; ^p^ Poisson regression model; ^o^ Ordinal regression model; ^⁎^p ≤ .05; ^⁎⁎^p ≤ .01; ^⁎⁎⁎^p ≤ .001 after false discovery rate correction for multiple comparisons in the global test. ^+^Higher scores indicate worse performance. AIC and BIC values are only provided for subscores models.
